The requirements of real-world data mining problems vary extensively. It is plausible to assume that some of these requirements can be expressed as application-specific performance metrics. An algorithm that is designed to maximize performance given a certain learning metric may not produce the best possible result according to these applicationspecific metrics. We have implemented A Metric-based One Rule Inducer (AMORI), for which it is possible to select the learning metric. We have compared the performance of this algorithm by embedding three different learning metrics (classification accuracy, the F-measure, and the area under the ROC curve), on 19 UCI data sets. In addition, we have compared the results of AMORI with those obtained using an existing rule learning algorithm of similar complexity (One Rule) and a state-of-the-art rule learner (Ripper). The experiments show that a performance gain is achieved, for all included metrics, when using identical metrics for learning and evaluation. We also show that each AMORI/metric combination outperforms One Rule when using identical learning and evaluation metrics. The performance of AMORI is acceptable when compared with Ripper. Overall, the results suggest that metric-based learning is a viable approach.
Introduction
A common problem in data mining is that of generating classifiers from data sets consisting of instances where the class membership is known. The objective is to generate classifiers that can be used to accurately predict the class of unknown data instances of the same kind. Supervised concept learning algorithms have shown to be quite reliable in solving this task. As a consequence, supervised concept learners are increasingly applied to solve real-world problems, for example by finding useful patterns in large databases.
Motivation
Experimental machine learning research often involves evaluating algorithms and clas-sifiers using a particular evaluation metric due to its perceived or proven ability to measure predictive performance. However, the requirements of real-world applications often imply that a suitable trade-off between several important criteria is desired [18] . In addition, the importance of different criteria and the notion of what is a suitable trade-off vary between different applications. For example, a certain application might depend on finding classification rules with few antecedents and that achieve a low false positives rate for a particular class while the selected supervised concept learning algorithm might be designed to maximize accuracy. If the class distribution is skewed in such a way that most instances do not belong to the application important class, the generated classifier might actually contribute negatively to the application metrics.
The basic approach for handling this issue is to evaluate a number of algorithms using different metrics for all the important criteria and select the algorithm that is the most successful at balancing the relevant trade-off. For instance, one might decide on the algorithm that is the best at optimizing a certain single or multi-criteria performance metric that captures an application-specific trade-off.
A more sophisticated approach, however, is to try to increase the performance of the candidate algorithms during the actual learning phase by adapting them to optimize metrics relevant to the problem at hand, and then continue with the evaluation to be able to pick the best algorithm.
All supervised concept learning algorithms are biased as a consequence of their data structure (representational bias) and the way they select, or search for classifiers (algorithmic bias). This selection or search is augmented through the use of an embedded performance metric.
We investigate the relationship between the embedded metric and the target evaluation metric. That is, we are interested in finding out if it is possible to achieve better performance, given a certain metric, if the identical metric is also used as the embedded performance metric. If this is indeed the case, this type of metricbased learning could provide us with a new way to increase the potential of existing learning algorithms and it may also enhance our understanding of the relation-ship between the representational and the algorithmic biases.
Outline
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give a more detailed description of the problem domain. We describe the concept of embedded and evaluation metrics and discuss related work. We continue by describing metric-based learning and present a rule learning algorithm that is based on this concept in Section 3. The empirical experiments and their results are presented in Section 4 . Finally, we analyze and discuss the results in Section 5 and end with conclusions and pointers to future work in Section 6.
Background
We shall now discuss metrics in general and particularly the difference in using metrics inside algorithms as opposed to using them for evaluation or validation. In the area of supervised concept learning, a metric is commonly used as a basis for evaluating or comparing learning algorithms, or their generated classifiers. The metric tries to capture to which extent an algorithm or classifier meets some given criterion. In a majority of the cases, the criterion is related to performance. There are several performance related criteria, like time and space. However, the most common criterion for machine learning and data mining applications is arguably classification performance. This can be illustrated by the fact that one of the largest empirical studies of machine learning metrics focuses entirely on classification performance metrics [3] . The accuracy metric is often used to measure the performance of a classifier in terms of correctness. However, other criteria like complexity, comprehensibility, and interestingness are sometimes discussed [6, 22] .
In many cases, more than one metric can be used to evaluate a certain criterion. We then have to choose the most appropriate metric or take more than one metric into consideration, e.g., by using multi-criteria metrics. It can be difficult to determine how suitable a metric is for assessing a certain criterion. It is quite common to choose a metric on the basis of its appropriateness for a particular application [18] .
Finally, it seems to be the case that certain metrics are more popular than others in some areas of research. Some key characteristics of the data sets may vary between different areas and researchers need to investigate which metrics best suit their particular domain. Although, we could speculate that some of the areaspecific choices of metrics can be attributed to tradition or a limited knowledge of what has been proven to work in similar research domains.
Learning Metrics
Given an arbitrary data set it is possible to define the classifier space, that is, the complete set of possible classifiers for that particular data set. The inductive bias of a supervised concept learning algorithm narrows down the classifier space to a subset of classifiers, which can be described by the algorithm representation, and also dictates how to select a classifier from this subset. Thus, we can conceptually divide the inductive bias into two components: the representational bias that delimits the searchable space and the algorithmic bias that dictates how this space is searched.
For example, the network size and structure affect the representational bias of traditional back-propagated neural network learners while the back-propagation weight-adjusting training algorithm affects the algorithmic bias. Similarly, the allowed number of rules and the number of possible antecedents for each rule affect the representational bias of rule inducers while the rule generator and pruning methods affect the algorithmic bias.
An important aspect of these weight adjusters, rule generators, pruning techniques, and other training algorithms, is the ability to determine if one hypothesis is better than another. For this purpose, the algorithms use one or more learning performance metrics.
For example, back-propagated neural networks [28] use mean-squared error or zero-one loss, rule learners such as Ripper [4] and IREP [10] use zero-one loss, coverage and information gain, and the C4.5 decision tree inducer [26] uses information gain and can optionally prune using zero-one loss and complexity.
Whereas the representational bias in most cases is rather explicit and easily understood by the user, the algorithmic bias is often implicit and difficult to grasp. The general goal of this work is to make the algorithmic bias more explicit, simple to comprehend, and even to a certain extent controllable by the user.
The underlying idea is to capture as much as possible of the algorithmic bias in an explicit metric which is used as a replacement for the original learning metric by the algorithm to generate the most appropriate classifier, given a set of application requirements that can be expressed as one or more application-specific metrics. We will refer to this class of supervised concept learning algorithms as metric-based algorithms. Moreover, we will use the term embedded metric, or learning metric, to denote a metric that modifies the algorithmic bias.
Evaluation Metrics
The traditional method for evaluating classifiers has been to estimate the predictive accuracy via statistical tests, for example, crossvalidation [30] or the bootstrap [8] . More recently, it has been shown that performing ROC analysis is more suitable than estimating predictive accuracy for many problems [25] since ROC analysis does not depend on class distribution or misclassification cost.
However, algorithms designed to generate classifiers that maximize classification accuracy may not produce classifiers that achieve the best possible ROC result [5] . Additionally, there are a large number of other metrics, which are more or less appropriate, for different classes of problems [3] . In fact, real-world applications often have to meet several criteria, which would require the use of customized multi-criteria metrics [18] . Therefore, it seems plausible to assume that if the algorithmic bias of a learning algorithm is modified to optimize a particular metric it would possibly yield a better result compared to the original algorithm, when evaluated using that particular metric.
Definitions
We first define the instance space, I, as the set containing all possible instances for a particular problem. Moreover, we define the class space, K, as the set containing all possible classes, or outcomes, for this problem. For the purpose of our study, we may then use the common definition of a classifier, c, as a mapping from instance space, I, to class space, K [20] :
The classifier space, C, is then defined as the set of all possible classifiers, that is, all possible mappings between instance space and class space:
Additionally, we define a metric to be a function, m, that assigns a scalar result value, v, to each pair of classifier, c ∈ C, and data set, D:
The inductive bias of an algorithm, a, can be divided into the representational bias and the algorithmic bias. The former limits the classifier space, thus it indirectly generates a subset, C a ⊂ C, of this space. The latter dictates how to search in, or select from C a . The definition of a metric, as given in Equation 2.3, is sufficient for theoretical discussions about some of the most commonly used metrics. However, it is difficult to know what requirements to impose on metrics that are to be used as embedded metrics for algorithms. For example, the learning algorithm itself might restrict which metrics can be used in terms of the range and which information is provided as input for the metric. In addition, one may need to trade off several metrics.
To be able to easily change the learning metric of an algorithm we need to add some generic mechanism to allow for embedding alternative metrics without changing the algorithm fundamentally.
In a recent paper [21] we identified a number of attractive properties of existing multi-criteria evaluation metrics and presented a generic multi-criteria metric that we designed with these properties in mind. This metric, called the Candidate Evaluation Function (CEF), has the main purpose of combining an arbitrary number of individual metrics into a single quantity.
CEF normalizes the metrics in order to get a uniform output domain and it is also possible to specify explicit weights for each metric to ensure that applicationspecific trade-offs can be properly represented. CEF itself does not dictate which metrics to use; it merely dictates how metrics are combined. Finally, CEF makes it possible to specify the acceptable range for each metric, pertaining to a particular application.
We define m j as a metric with index j from an index set, J, over the selected set of metrics. Each metric is associated with a weight, w j , and an acceptable range, r = b 
Related Work
Several studies have found that optimizing a metric different from the metric being evaluated can bring better results than optimizing the same metric [15, 27, 29, 33] . On the contrary, a recent study claim that such findings come from the use of wrong statistical testing strategy [16] . The common denominator for these studies is that they investigate the relationship between a selection metric and a goal metric. The selection metric is different from the learning metric in that it is used to select classifiers from a set of generated classifiers whereas the learning metric is used during the generation of classifiers. Several papers investigate how to optimize different metrics by embedding them as learning metrics. The first approach tries to optimize a single metric by replacing the learning metric of popular algorithms. Notable examples of such studies include the optimization of ROC using decision trees [9] and gradient-descent [13] , as well as optimization of the F-measure using support vector machines [24] .
The second approach aims to optimize more than one metric, either by replacing the learning metric of an existing algorithm with a multi-criteria metric, or by developing a new algorithm that optimizes such a metric. For example, the support vector machines algorithm has been generalized to optimize multi-criteria non-linear performance metrics [18] , and dynamic bias selection has been implemented for prediction rule discovery [31] .
In addition, one study [1] presents an approach called measure-based evaluation and describes how to implement hill-climbing learning algorithms that optimize a multi-criteria metric, called the measure function. By designing a measure function for a particular problem it is possible to get an explicit distinction between the problem formulation, that is, specifying the measure function, and problem solving: finding a classifier that maximizes the measure function. By making this distinction, it is possible to isolate the metaknowledge necessary for classifier selection from the details of the learning algorithms.
Metric-based Learning
Many researchers have studied the relationship between the algorithmic and the representational bias. For example, see the study on evaluation and selection of biases in machine learning [12] or an earlier study about the need for biases in learning generalizations [23] . Additionally, another study [19] tries to empirically evaluate the generic performance of different learning algorithms by formulating metrics that summarize performance over a large set of classifiers generated by different algorithm configurations.
The focus of this study is close to the mentioned relationship since we investigate the possibility of increasing the performance of classifiers generated by a learning algorithm with a certain representational bias by changing its algorithmic bias.
One question that is only slightly addressed in this study is how much impact this change will have for a certain representational bias, that is, how much potential there is in using a particular representational bias for metric-based learning. Obviously, one has to compare the performance of one particular embedded metric in conjunction with algorithms that use different representational biases in order to address that question more fully.
Researchers in the field of meta-learning have pointed out the importance of going beyond the engineering goal of producing more accurate learners to the scientific goal of understanding learning behavior [11] . We believe that it is possible to move closer to this goal by conducting research into some of the core concepts of metric-based learning. However, in this study we focus on one specific representational bias only.
3.1 A Metric-based One Rule Inducer It has been shown that very simple classification rules perform quite well on most commonly used data sets [14] . The study featured a supervised concept learning algorithm, called One Rule that actually achieved results comparable to those achieved by the C4.5 decision tree inducer. However, the algorithm only used accuracy as a learning metric and the evaluation results were also only provided for the accuracy metric.
We have developed A Metric-based One Rule Inducer (AMORI). As the name suggests the algorithm tries to generate one rule that is optimal, given a selected embedded metric. The pseudo code for the algorithm is given in Figure 1 . We have implemented AMORI in Java by extending the Weka [32] Classifier class. Thus, the algorithm implementation is compatible with the Weka ARFF data set format and can be evaluated using the Weka Evaluation class.
The AMORI Algorithm
The algorithm takes a set of training instances as input and generates one rule, consisting of zero or more antecedents and one consequent. Each antecedent consists of an attribute, a conditional operator, and a value. The implementation currently only supports two-class (binary) target attributes and input attributes of types nominal and numeric, which are handled as follows.
The rule can only use a specific nominal attribute in an antecedent once (using the = operator). However, attributes of numeric type can be used twice, since there are two operators available (> and ≤). The possible values, which an attribute can be compared with, are taken from the training set. Thus, it is possible to calculate an upper bound on the number of possible rules that can be generated for a certain data set. The algorithm selects the minority class as consequent and classifies all uncovered instances as belonging to the majority class.
After calculating the default rule score, that is, the performance score for an empty rule (consisting of zero antecedents and one consequent), the algorithm performs an exhaustive search in which each attribute is matched with the compatible operator(s) and the values that exist for the attribute in the training set. Each possible antecedent is added to the rule, prior to a temporary metric evaluation, and then removed again. When the exhaustive search is complete, the best found metric score is compared to the overall rule score (which is the default rule score during the first run).
If the best found metric score is worse than the overall rule score, the training is stopped. Otherwise, the corresponding antecedent is added to the rule and an exhaustive search is performed yet again, on the remaining attributes. For each attribute, the algorithm checks to see if it has been used before and omits any evaluation using that particular attribute if it is already in use, according to the usage restrictions expressed earlier.
The generated classifier assigns the class label that corresponds to the consequent of the created rule for instances that are covered by the rule. If an instance is not covered by the rule, the classifier instead assigns the majority class.
AMORI Complexity
The representational bias of AMORI limits the classifier space, C, into a subset, C AMORI . In order to calculate the number of possible classifiers, we first define a general rule for a data set, D, of x attributes:
The possible number of antecedents for a particular nominal attribute, y, can then be defined as |α y | = |V y | + 1, where V y is the set of possible values, found in the training set. Similarly, the number of possible antecedents for a particular numeric attribute, z, can then be defined as |α z | = 2 |V z | + 1, where V z is the set of possible values, found in the training set. The addition of 1 to each of these sizes is used to represent the case when the particular attribute is not used at all.
The size of C AMORI can then be defined as:
2 Metrics for Metric-based Algorithms Machine learning evaluation metrics are predominantly used as components in classifier evaluation methods. If instead, they are to be used as embedded metrics there are a number of issues that need to be addressed.
Required Number of Instances
First of all, it is important to recognize the fact that some metrics are calculated on a per instance basis, while others summarize the performance over a set of instances. For example, a back-propagated neural network learner processes the data set one instance at a time, which works well in conjunction with the regular learning error metric. However, in order to employ metrics such as the area under the ROC curve (AUC), which requires evaluation and ordering of sets of instances, one can only use algorithms that evaluate performance on sets of instances. Consequently, if a back-propagated neural network learner must be used, the choice of embedded metric is restricted to those metrics that can be calculated on a per instance basis and therefore we cannot use AUC.
Required Types of Information
Additionally, there exist metrics that require a completely generated classifier for calculation, whereas other metrics can be calculated during the learning process. For example, the Ripper rule learner creates a rule set by generating one rule at a time. When the complete rule set has been generated the algorithm calculates some statistics for each rule and these statistics can be used to give the probability that a particular instance belongs to a certain class.
Consequently, it is important to consider that the embedded metric can be put in several locations within the algorithm. One approach would be to put it at the generation of each rule or during the pruning of individual rules. Another approach would be to put it in the optimization stage of the algorithm. Depending on how the metric is integrated, Ripper will provide a different set of information elements for metric calculation.
The statistics and information that can be extracted to be used for calculating metrics also vary between different learning algorithms. For example, the area under the ROC curve metric depends on a ranking of data instances according to the probability that they belong to a certain class. Although many classifiers can provide this probability information, some algorithms can only output classifications.
Experiments
Our main experiment features three instances of AMORI, each using a different embedded metric. The objective of this experiment is to determine if the use of identical evaluation and embedded metrics yields a higher performance in comparison to the use of one particular embedded metric independently of which metric is used for evaluation. In a complementary experiment we also compare the performance of AMORI with some existing rule induction algorithms.
In essence, we want to test the null hypothesis that, for a given evaluation metric, the difference in performance between any of the included algorithms is zero. Since testing this hypothesis involves the comparison of more than two classifiers on multiple data sets we use the non-parametric Friedman test and the corresponding Nemenyi post hoc test [7] .
The Friedman test is based on the average ranks of each algorithm rather than average performance. The best performing algorithm is awarded the rank of 1, the second best the rank of 2, and so on. In the case of a tie, the average ranks of the tied algorithms are assigned. We can now state the null hypothesis more formally. Given that R j represents the average rank of the j-th out of k classifiers, we wish to test H 0 :
Since it has been shown that Friedman's statistic, χ 2 F , is too conservative [17] we employ the recommended alternative statistic based on the F-distribution, as defined in Equation 4.7 where N is the number of included data sets and k is the number of algorithms to compare. Moreover, we perform hypothesis testing at p < 0.05 and with k − 1 and (k − 1)(N − 1) degrees of freedom.
If the null hypothesis is rejected, the Nemenyi post hoc test can be used to find out if the performance of two particular classifiers is significantly different. In order for this difference to be significant, the corresponding average ranks of the two classifiers must differ by at least the Critical Difference (CD), which is defined in Equation 4.8, where q α is the critical value for the twotailed Nemenyi test at p < α.
We use stratified 10-fold cross-validation tests to measure the performance of each algorithm according to our three selected metrics. The partitioning into folds is carried out by the Weka Evaluation class using a random seed of 1 for each cross-validation test. Thus, given a particular data set, each algorithm has access to identical folds. In essence, this setup also increases the reproducibility of the results. We now proceed by first presenting the three metrics that are used for the evaluation of all included algorithms and as embedded metrics for AMORI. We then explain the process of data set selection, present the featured data sets, and give a more detailed description of each experiment.
Metrics
Many of today's most frequently applied metrics are used for evaluating the same basic trade-off, consisting of different proportions of true positives (TP), true negatives (TN), false positives (FP), and false negatives (FN) [32] . The question of which trade-off is more useful to consider varies across different problem domains. For instance, the F-measure (FME) and precision vs. recall are quite common in the area of information retrieval while sensitivity and specificity are more prominent in medical applications. Classification accuracy (ACC), or success rate, has traditionally been the most commonly used metric for evaluating the before mentioned trade-off.
Classification Accuracy
The main question that we try to answer in this study is whether it is possible to achieve a performance gain with respect to a certain metric if that particular metric is also used as a component of the algorithmic bias. Thus, the decision on which metrics to incorporate is important. Our first choice is to include classification accuracy as it is still one of the most popular evaluation metrics in machine learning. Coincidentally, it is also frequently used as a learning metric.
The Area under the ROC Curve
As the first alternative metric, we select the area under the ROC curve metric (AUC), which evaluates the same trade-off as expressed above but in a quite different way compared to the accuracy metric. AUC has become a popular metric for evaluating supervised concept learners because, as opposed to ACC, it does not depend on equal class distribution or misclassification costs. Many researchers argue that ROC analysis is better than, or at least complements, predictive accuracy estimation as a tool for evaluating classifiers. Although some information is lost when summarizing a ROC curve using this single metric instead of analyzing the actual curve, AUC has still been proven to work quite well as an evaluation metric.
The F-measure
The third and last metric we choose is the F-measure. Again, it tries to capture the same basic trade-off as ACC and AUC do but it is most prominently used in information retrieval. The three selected metrics have a lot in common but what separates them is how they capture the basic trade-off and the preconditions that must be met in order to use them. This makes them good candidates for our particular study.
Conversion to CEF
In order for ACC, AUC, and FME to be used in AMORI they need to be converted to CEF metrics. For the purpose of this particular study, the conversion is effortless. Each metric already has a range of [0, 1] and we do not need to use weights since each CEF instance will only include one metric. However, the abstraction of CEF in AMORI makes it straight-forward to incorporate multiple metrics without changing the algorithm. Essentially, CEF can be seen as a container for metrics. The motivation for not using multi-metric CEF metrics in this paper is that the primary objective is to investigate whether there is a correlation in performance between the learning metric and the evaluation metric.
Data Sets
The experiments feature 19 data sets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository. A large collection of UCI data sets have been converted to the Weka ARFF file format. We first selected all two-class data sets from this collection and removed data sets that featured unsupported attribute types, e.g., the string data type. The compilation of data sets and their statistics are presented in Table 1 . In summary, we have performed a systematic selection of data sets on the basis of compatibility with the studied algorithms. Thus, we have not removed or added any data set based on any other criteria or in favor of any algorithm or metric.
Experiment 1 4.3.1 Description
In this experiment we compare three instances of the AMORI algorithm, each using a different embedded metric. From now on, we use the expression, AMORI(X), to denote a particular AMORI instance that uses X as its embedded metric. For instance, AMORI(ACC) uses classification accuracy as its embedded metric. We wish to investigate if the use of an arbitrary embedded metric would result in a better performance, according to that particular metric, compared to the use of other embedded metrics.
Note that, in this experiment, we are not interested in comparing different representational biases and their possible impact on performance. Although, in the more general case it makes sense that some representational biases are more suitable than others when it comes to optimizing different embedded metrics.
For instance, two back-propagated neural networks, each with a different setup of neurons, both try to optimize the same metric (accuracy), but their performance in doing so could differ greatly.
We divide the experiment into three different cases. In each case we use a different metric for evaluation and calculate the average rank of each AMORI instance according to the performance related to this metric. Table 2 we present the accuracy (ACC), the F-measure (FME), and area under the ROC curve (AUC) scores for the three included AMORI algorithm instances. Moreover, Table 3 shows the average rank for each algorithm and metric combination (a low rank indicates good performance). The null hypothesis was tested separately for each of the three evaluation metrics using the Friedman test (as described in Section 4). The test statistic, F f , is distributed according to the F-distribution with 2 and 36 degrees of freedom. At p < 0.05 the hypothesis was rejected for the AUC and FME metrics since F f > 3.259. The subsequent Nemenyi post-hoc test revealed that both AMORI(FME) and AMORI(AUC) were significantly better than AMORI(ACC) when evaluated using their respective metrics since the differences in average rank were higher than the critical difference (CD = 0.760). AMORI(ACC) did perform better than the two other AMORI instances on the ACC metric but the gain was not significant.
We have now seen that we are able to bias the learning towards a specific goal, but it also important to determine how AMORI performs compared to stateof-the-art rule learners.
Experiment 2 4.4.1 Description
For the second experiment, we compare AMORI with other existing rule induction algorithms, in order to find out if our metric-based algorithm can be competitive against the state-of-theart. For this purpose, we choose to compare AMORI with two quite different rule learners; Ripper [4] and One Rule [14] . Since we use the Weka implementations of these algorithms we will onwards use their Weka class names, JRip and OneR, when making references.
The rationale for comparing AMORI with these particular algorithms is basically that they represent the state-of-the-art in simple and complex rule inducers, respectively. Complexity-wise, it could be argued that AMORI is located between these two algorithms.
OneR
OneR generates rules based on one single attribute. The name of the algorithm is in fact somewhat of a misnomer since it actually generates a set of rules for the selected attribute. OneR ranks attributes according to error rate and generates a classifier using the best attribute. The two major differences between AMORI and OneR are that AMORI can generate rules that operate on more attributes and, when using AMORI, it is possible change the embedded metric, which is the basis for the algorithm to choose one rule over another.
JRip
The JRip algorithm is primarily based on the Incremental Reduced Error Pruning (IREP) algorithm. What separates JRip from IREP are three modifications; the pruning metric and stopping criterion have been replaced with more efficient alternatives, and a post-processing technique has been introduced. As stated before, OneR generates a set of rules for one particular attribute and AMORI generates one rule that could include several attributes. JRip, however, can generate a set of AMORI-like rules. In addition, neither AMORI nor OneR performs any post-processing. Table 5 shows the performance per data set and Table 4 shows the average rank of each algorithm for each of the three evaluation metrics. The null hypothesis was again tested separately for each of the three metrics using the Friedman test and for the Fdistribution we used 2 and 36 degrees of freedom. The hypothesis was rejected for the ACC and AUC metrics (with p < 0.05). We proceeded with the Nemenyi post hoc test, which revealed that JRip was significantly better than OneR for both metrics. This result is not particularly controversial since JRip is often regarded as one of the better rule-based algorithms. However, no other significant differences could be found. The order according to average rank was identical for all metrics: JRip, AMORI, and OneR.
Results

Discussion
When analyzing the average ranks in Table 3 , it is clear that each AMORI instance performs better than the other two instances if its embedded metric is also used for evaluation. However, this performance gain was only statistically significant at p < 0.05 for AMORI(AUC) and AMORI(FME) over AMORI(ACC). That is, AMORI(ACC) did not significantly outperform the other instances on its own metric.
There are several issues that need to be further investigated since they might have influenced the result (in either way). For example, some embedded metrics might work better for a particular class of problems. Thus, if there are a similar number of data sets in favor of each metric this would even out the performance gain for each metric. Related to the discussion about a particular class of problems, we can observe that several of the studied data sets seem to favor certain embedded metrics, resulting in top scores for all three metrics. For instance, observe the use of ACC as an embedded metric for the labor data set or the use of AUC for the heart-statlog data set.
Finally, the performance gain might be related to the AMORI algorithm itself. More research into this topic is needed in order to fully understand the impact of the representational bias of different algorithms when trying to optimize a particular embedded metric.
Conclusions and Future Work
The requirements of many real-world data mining applications can be formalized into application-specific metrics that need to be optimized. Supervised concept learning algorithms are usually designed to maximize a predetermined metric, which we denote the learning metric. Consequently, these algorithms may not generate classifiers that achieve the best possible performance when evaluated using the application-specific metrics.
In order to address this problem, data mining and machine learning researchers have tried various approaches to modify the algorithmic biases of existing learning algorithms so that they optimize applicationspecific metrics instead of their original learning metric. However, these solutions are often customized for a particular pair of algorithm and metric. That is, they might increase the performance according to the applicationspecific metrics for a certain real-world application but they are usually not very generic.
As a consequence, we are interested in studying in more general terms if the performance according to an arbitrary application-specific metric can be boosted by incorporating the metric into the algorithmic bias. For this purpose, we have developed A Metric-based One Rule Inducer (AMORI), for which it is possible to select the learning metric in a simple manner.
We demonstrate the applicability of our approach by conducting an empirical comparison of the performance of three instances of AMORI, each using a different embedded metric. The example metrics used in this study were classification accuracy (ACC), the area under the ROC curve (AUC), and the F-measure (FME). The results for AMORI, at least for the studied problems, indicate that the embedded metric exchange yielded a performance gain. The gain was statistically significant for AMORI(FME) and AMORI(AUC) over AMORI(ACC) with p < 0.05.
Naturally, there are some aspects that need to be further studied. For example, if there are a similar number of data sets in favor of each metric this would even out the performance gain. More research into this topic is needed in order to fully understand the impact of the representational bias of different algorithms when trying to optimize a particular embedded metric.
We also compared AMORI with a rule inducer of similar complexity, called One Rule (OneR), as well as with Ripper (JRip), which is a state-of-the-art rule set inducer with post-processing capabilities. JRip was not able to significantly outperform AMORI on any of the metrics. JRip was significantly better than OneR for the ACC and AUC metrics. AMORI outperformed OneR for all three metrics but the gain was not significant in any of the cases.
We have identified a number of interesting directions for future work. First off, it might be the case that the metrics included in this study are too similar to be used for the purpose of trying to establish whether or not it is beneficial to use identical embedded and evaluation metrics. Consequently, it could be fruitful to select a more diverse set of metrics for similar experiments. Another related direction would be to compare different representational biases using the same embedded metric, thus making it possible to measure the impact of metric exchange for different combinations of representational biases and embedded metrics.
In addition, more research is needed to understand how to select an appropriate embedded metric based on a particular problem. As we observed in this study, some embedded metrics seem to be more suitable than others for certain data sets. A first step in this direction could be to establish objective metrics for some of the widely used data sets, like those from the UCI machine learning repository. These objective metrics could be used as benchmark evaluation metrics when comparing different algorithms but, more importantly for our purposes, they could be used as embedded metrics.
Up until now we have only discussed some specific trade-offs, captured in different ways by established metrics from various areas of research. However, as described in the related work section, quite a few studies advocate the use of more application-specific multicriteria metrics. It would therefore be interesting to use the multi-criteria functionality of the CEF metric, which is built into AMORI, to be able to trade off several existing metrics during the learning phase. In addition, one could investigate if it is possible to convert other existing supervised concept learning algorithms into generic metric-based algorithms by incorporating CEF into their algorithmic biases.
